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(Educational) development as freedom

Includes domains of knowledge such as -
• International development education
• global higher education studies
• post-colonial studies 
• comparative education
• studies of international educational mobility



‘The global’ includes 
(not everything, but relationships at the world-level 

or large region-level, e.g. the ecology, science)

• The global space in which global phenomena are present 

and global relations can, and do, develop

• The different global relations in that global space

• Global agency: persons, institutions, cities, nations and 

others active in global relations

• Global perspective: seeing the world and higher education 

in terms of global space and global relations



The global level is more than a realised imaginary 
. . . it also has an essential materiality

THE FAMILY
Like gender the family is a cultural 
construct but the parent/child 
relation also has biological roots

THE NATION
A powerful construct but one 
with no essential materiality: 
solely an ‘imagined community’ 

THE GLOBE
We imagine ‘global’ relations 
but the interdependent global 
ecology also has materiality 



‘The global’ has three inter-related spatialities

1. Global systems based in world-spanning linkages and 

relationships, e.g. networked cities, global science 

2. Cross-border connections, e.g. student and faculty mobility, 

research partnerships, university agreements 

3. Global diffusion of policies, ideas and models, e.g. the 

research ‘multiversity’ modelled in global rankings

Sebastian Conrad (2016). What is Global History? Princeton: 
Princeton University Press



Glonacal positionality in higher education 
(global, national, local at the same time) 

• Higher education is formed, regulated and practiced in national (and also in 
Europe and to some extent elsewhere, pan-national regional) systems

• Local activities and agents are important to all institutions  

• Global activities and agents are especially obvious in research universities

• On a good day, institutional strategy synchronises local, national and global

• Institutions vary in emphasis, in the mix of local, national and global

global

national

local

Higher
education

Simon Marginson and Gary Rhoades 
(2002). Beyond national states, 
markets, and systems of higher 
education: A glonacal agency 
heuristic. Higher Education, 43 (3), 
pp. 281-309



Four kinds of agents, active in all three ‘glonacal’ dimensions  

THE UNIVERSITY 
The research university must go global 
but it’s less important for other 
tertiary institutions to do so

THE FACULTY
Those engaged in research often 
collaborate across borders but the 
majority of all faculty work is local

THE STUDENTS
Curiosity and career drive a small but 
growing minority to form themselves 
via international mobility

THE NATION
Higher education and research are seen as 
sources of global resources and position 



Comparing the five knowledge domains
Kind of domain Strengths Dangers Leads towards

International 
development 
education

A social and 
institutional  
site for study

Focus on 
human / state 
development

Can normalise 
the worldwide 
status quo

Policy, 
programmes 
and practices

Global higher 
education

A way of seeing 
and space for 
study

Openness, 
beyond national 
container

‘Globalism’ can 
occlude local 
and national

Explanation and 
theorisation, 
global practices

Post-colonial 
education

A way of seeing 
and analysis of 
power

Illuminates 
historical power 
relations

Can normalise 
historical 
inequalities

Empowerment, 
agency beyond 
colonialism

Comparative 
higher 
education

A method Systematises 
mapping of the 
international

Can normalise 
national, fetish-
size technique

Empirical 
research and 
analysis

Studies of 
international 
mobility

A way of seeing 
and site for 
study

Highlights 
international 
connectedness

Can underplay 
location, fixidity
(non-mobility)

Empirical 
research and 
policy



Some insights

• Global – global systems don’t necessarily reproduce 
national configurations, problems of North/South and 
Centre/Periphery models (world is more open)

• Comparative – can help greatly in understanding our own 
social settings and cultures better

• International mobility – some of the transition challenges 
and agential effects are common to other forms of mobility 
in education (e.g. geographic mobility, social mobility) 
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